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Doing What You Really Want To Do 
 Students 'In Performance9 — 
Madison College Libra 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
By LYNDA EDWARDS 
The Experimental Theatre's opening 
production this fall offers a completely new 
experience for the cast and audience. 
"This is letting a lot of cast members do 
something they've always wanted to," said- 
director Jeff Daily. 
The show, entitled "In Performance," 
features Sue Lamm as a central character in a 
variety show, which includes song and dance 
routines, a stand-up comic routine and several 
skits. 
"It is a conglomeration of material," Daily 
said. "There is no unifying theme. Each scene 
stands by itself.ieach creates its own en- 
vironment. The^only thing they have in 
common is Sue Lamm." 
The theater faculty did not like the idea, 
according to Daily and Lamm. "They didn't 
want an educational institution promoting just 
one person's personality," Dailey said. He 
points out that "In Performance" features a 
supporting cast. It is not a showcase for one 
person. 
Students in the show include: Alan 
Rosenburg, who will be presenting a st?nd up 
comic routine; Greg Biehn, who will be acting 
out two skits and signing with Lamm; John 
Hudson, Steve Bridges and Chris Wessell, who 
will be dancing with Lamm; and Greg Byrne, 
Joyce Hall, Wayne Tony and Chuck Bridges, 
who will make up the backup band. 
The biggest danger for for the production is 
monotony. Dailey hopes special lighting ef- 
fects will help prevent this. In one scene, 
Lamm and Greg Biehn perform Janis Ian's 
song, "In the Winter", as a play. It is the story 
of a divorced couple who meet after many 
years. The lighting will change to reflect the 
(woman's emotions. 
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Pre- Registration 
Ideas, Questions 
To Air Tuesday 
By CYNTHIA CARNEY 
Questions about the 
November pre-registration 
will be' answered next 
Tuesday in an open forum to 
be held 6 p.m. in Black well 
Auditorium. 
Dr. William Nelson, vice 
president for academic af- 
fairs, and Dr. Julius Rober- 
son, dean of admissions and 
records, will be at the meeting 
to answer questions and 
discuss the program. 
"They (the administration) 
are extremely concerned 
about the students' attitudes 
and reactions," said SGA 
president John Lounsbury. 
Lounsbury and Gary Coxe, 
SGA second vice president, 
met with Nelson, Roberson, 
Dr. John Sweigert, dean of 
arts and sciences and Dr. 
Elizabeth Finlayson, dean of 
student orientation and 
academic advising on Wed- 
nesday to discuss the student 
reaction to the freshman pre- 
registration which was ex- 
pressed at Tuesday night's 
SGA meeting. 
Lounsbury said that the 
administrators justified the 
program by stressing that the 
program will be flexible about 
opening classes that are in 
demand; they added that the 
300-member freshman class is 
smaller than this year's 
sophomore class, and that no 
freshman will be able to 
register for 300 or 400 level 
courses. 
Lounsbury thinks the 
program will be beneficial to 
students "in the long run." 
"I personally don't think 
the administration is trying to 
pull the wool over anybody's 
eyes," he said. "Their (the 
administration's) intentions 
are valid." Lounsbury feels 
that if the student reaction at 
Tuesday's forum is extremely 
negative, that the ad- 
ministration will adjust the 
program to the students' 
needs. 
See student reactions - p. 10 
"Personally I think this 
whole controversy will blow 
over," Lounsbury said. "The 
students will hopefully walk 
away from the meeting 
satisfied, with all their 
questions answered." 
Lounsbury thought the 
major concern of most of the 
students was not whether the 
courses would be available, 
but what time and what in- 
structor they would receive. 
STIN LENKERD instructs a student in the uses of the new CR-T terminal in 
Harrison Hall annex. Ther terminal will be made available to staff and faculty, and 
seminars on its use will be offered in coming weeks. Staff Photo 
Computer Seminars, Services 
Available to Faculty, Staff 
By JOANN SULLIVAN 
Computer services will be 
offering introductory com- 
puter seminars to faculty and 
staff and has made available 
to the college community a 
Cathode Ray .Tube (CR-T) 
terminal that can be con- 
nected to the Hewlett-Packard 
Council To Approve Closing 
Madison Drive to Traffic 
By JENNIFER GOINS 
A section of Madison Drive 
will be closed to vehicular 
traffic for a trial period during 
November if the college 
council approves the action, 
according to Dr. John Mundy, 
chairman of the planning and 
development commission. 
Members of the com- 
mission voted Tuesday to 
close the section of Madison 
Drive located between Keezel 
Hall and Maury Hall between 
the hours of 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
In  addition,   a   partial 
barricade will be erected at 
the Burrus ' parking lot 
allowing only authorized 
vehicles to enter the college at 
Grace Street. Traffic in front 
of the library will then be 
routed one way during those 
hours. 
Closing Madison Drive is 
an attempt to protect the 
pedestrian traffic on the front 
campus, according 
to President Ronald E. 
Carrier. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
computing system at   the 
University of Virginia. 
Stenson Lenkard of the 
mathematics department has 
been appointed director of 
academic computing and will 
be offering the computer 
seminars. Lenkard will also 
do statistical and research 
work for department heads 
and faculty members. 
The CR-T terminal, which 
may be connected to the UVA 
Hewlett-Packard system by 
telephone lines, will project 
computer programs from the 
computer system onto 
Madison's CR-T terminal 
screen. 
Two additional teletype 
terminals are connected to the 
computer system. All the 
terminals are located together 
with an IBM 1130 computer, 
keypunch IBM card sorter 
and card reproducer in the 
Harrison Hall Annex.      _ 
"Class experience is not 
mandatory to utilize equip- 
ment," said David Trout, of 
the academic computing 
center. "We are here to 
assist," however, he ad- 
ded*, "we encourage people to 
take computer classes if they 
are interated jn^ using the 
equipment." 
Faculty or staff personnel 
may utilize the equipment for 
grading tests, statistical work 
and other computer-related 
subjects, according to Wyatt 
F. Callis, director of computer 
services. 
Faculty must get approval 
from department heads for 
any work done by computer 
services. Approval is 
necessary to budget money 
and "to schedule our time to 
make certain we can service 
them," said Callis. 
Faculty and staff in- 
terested in signing up for the 
seminars should contact 
computer services. 
User's guides on Computer, 
Services  equipment  will  be 
mailed to faculty and staff 
upon request. 
(,•        I 
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Pre-registration, 
Beer Issues Aired 
n ■"'f 
To the Editor: 
The October 14 issue of the 
Breeze has raised some 
provocative points of question 
concerning Madison College. 
These points concern the 
articles on freshman Pre- 
registration, and the prices of 
beer in the student union. 
In the article on freshman 
Pre-registration, William 
Nelson is quoted as saying, 
"Our major concern in this 
matter is to assure that the 
operation is perfectly fair to 
all students on campus." 
Certainly the seniors 
graduating, or attempting to 
graduate, this spring will not 
consider this action fair. The 
P.E. cards being pulled is a 
good idea, but is the number of 
cards and type of classes an 
arbitrary selection or does the 
P.E. Department know what 
the seniors need and want? 
Also, if the number of fresh- 
man is so high then the seniors 
must have a smaller class, so 
it would seem more logical to 
use them in the experiment. 
The seniors deserve a larger 
part in pre-registration. 
Some important points of 
discussion were also raised in 
the article on the present beer 
prices in the student union. In 
the past articles on beer 
prices, the implication was 
that the raising of beer prices 
was to recover losses incurred 
through vandalism and theft; 
now we are told by Dr. Hall 
that the increase was an 
"attempt to discourage the 
consumption of beer." 
Students in college are sup- 
posed to be on the edge of 
adulthood if not an adult; this 
type of control is not con: 
ducive to the acceptance of 
responsibility by the student, 
not to mention the drain it 
places on the financial 
resources of the student. 
Hopefully the con- 
tradictions in reasoning 
behind increased prices and 
the prices themselves can be 
rectified by a response to the 
student's' reasonable 
questions. 
Donald McCall 
Box 2959 
Outlaws, Kottke, 
Very Impressive 
By   ROGER   WELLS    AND 
AND JAY JACKSON 
The Outlaws. OUTLAWS, 
Arista Records Leo Kottke, 
CHEWING PINE, Capitol 
Records 
A trip to the record store 
makes one immediately 
aware of the plethora of 
albums that are being 
released these days. The 
petroleum shortage has not 
been sufficient to ease the 
workload of a conscientious 
reviewer. In past reviews, we 
have attempted to provide a 
fairly in-depth analysis of 
albums in order to establish 
some credibility and indicate 
to our readers what it is that 
we look for in an album. 
Time, however, does not 
permit us to make such a 
commitment to every review. 
In order to help our reader 
keep abreast of the music 
industry, we shall oc- 
casionally provide shorter bat 
more inclusive reviews. 
Several albums recently 
marketed are worthy of 
consideration. "Outlaws," by 
the Outlaws is one such 
album. It is the first album 
for the new southern rock 
band and a first album for a 
new. label (Arista Records). 
Clive Davis, while scouting 
for fresh talent to launch his 
new company, discovered 
these musicians playing in 
Georgia. A strong national 
campaign has been instigated 
to promote the five rockers 
from  obscurity   to   national 
stardom. 
As such we applaud this 
effort. The Outlaws is one of 
the better new discoveries 
around. Though strongly 
reminescent of The Eagles, 
Pure Prarie League, and the 
James Gang in Joe Walsh 
days, this group still provides 
enough invigoration to be 
welcomed to the ranks of 
national prominence. Their 
first AM single "There Goes 
Another Love Song" is just 
beginning to receive air time. 
With additional play the group 
should soon become well- 
known. 
If there is a problem with 
their music, it is the lack of a 
unique style. The mold is still 
of western rock. But it is a 
mold that has worked well for 
The Eagles and we see no 
reason it can't work for The 
Outlaws if they can broaden 
their horizons in terms of 
musical proficiency and 
composition. 
The musical texture of the 
album is tight. The lead 
guitarists work very well 
together, providing fine 
melodic phrases and an- 
swering them with counter 
melodies. They seem to 
weave their melodies in and 
out of one another giving one 
the impression of a jam 
session while retaining the 
studio precision one would 
expect on a first album. It is a 
(Continued on Page 3) 
THE BEER DRINKERS' DILEMMA" 
H'burg In 1780: 
City Won By Horse Race 
By DONNA HOLMES 
Student, Madison College 
While most residents of Rockingham County 
are familiar with the midnight ride of Paul 
Revere, not many are aware of the "midnight- 
race" in 1780 between Thomas Harrison, 
founder of Harrisonburg, and George Keisell, 
founder of Keezeltown. The two men had been 
in competition with each other for many years, 
or so the local legend goes, and the race 
determined who the county seat would be 
named after. Their reputed rivalry came to a 
head in the spring of 1780 with this race- 
perhaps because of Keisell's resentment of 
Harrison's ambitious plans for his own fame 
and fortune. 
The roots of the Harrison family in the 
Shenandoah Valley rah deep. In 1737, Isaiah 
Harrison with his five sons moved from 
Delaware to the Valley. Each of his sons 
settled in the area surrounding what is present: 
day Harrisonburg. Thomas Harrison and his 
family were, for many years, the lone 
residents of the entire town of Harrisonburg, 
known unofficially as Rocktown as late as 1818. 
Whether out of loneliness or pure ambition, 
Harrison donated 50 acres of the hundreds he 
had surveyed and laid it off into lots and streets 
for the use of a town. 
George Keisell could read the writing on the 
wall when his rival subsequently donated 
additional land for the erection of a court 
house, not far from his own dwelling. Up until 
that time, court had been held in the home of 
Daniel Smith, but because of a fever which had 
been afflicting the Smith family, court was 
moved to the Harrison plantation. In 1779, 
plans for a permanent court house were being 
made, and three places contested for the 
location: Daniel Smith's plantation, Thomas 
Harrison's plantation, and Keezeltown. It was 
time for Keisell to act if he were ever to win the 
honor and prominence of hosting the court 
house and therefore the county seat on his 
land. 
Keisell had a lot at stake. Not only was he 
contending for prestige, but the principle trade 
route up the Valley ran through Keezeltown at 
the time. If the county seat were established at 
Rocktown, this route would be changed. With 
these   thoughts   in   mind,   George   Keisell 
challenged Harrison's claim, not with a duel 
but with a race. Accordingly, both men, now 
approaching old age (Harrison was born in 
' 1704, which would make him 76 years old in 
1780) saddled up and took different routes in a 
two-man steeplechase, the results of which 
would have a lasting impact on the future of 
their part of the Valley. 
The goal was to reach Williamsburg, then 
the capitol of Virginia, to garner support of 
Rockingham County's members of the 
Assembly concerning their desires in the 
location of the court house. There were no 
cars, trains or planes in those days to speed the 
contenders across the Blue Ridge Mountains in 
the 160-170 mile trip. The fastest method of 
transportation, therefore, was horseback. 
With hard riding, the distance to Williamsburg 
from the Valley could be covered in two days. 
As tradition has it, George Keisell ap- 
parently could not hold out without a brief 
respite in one of the mountain taverns along 
the way. His dreams of having the town which 
housed the county seat named for him were 
drowned in the bottom of a whiskey glass, 
however, for his premature celebration spelled 
his demise. Harrison, shrewly, did not allow 
himself to be sidetracked and instead pushed 
himself and his mount to Williamsburg. As 
history has born out, Harrison crossed the 
finish line long before George Keisell roused 
himself from the bars tool. 
In the years following, the effects of the race 
began to evidence themselves. Now, the 
principle route up the Valley ran through 
Harrisonburg (today Route 11). Keezeltown 
was officially charted in 1791,11 years after the 
Virginia Assembly changed Harrison's 
plantation into a town bearing his name. 
Today, the junior high school stands as a 
monument to the name of Harrisonburg's 
founder, but the truly historic landmark to the 
memory of Thomas Harrison in his own home. 
The two-century old house is still standing on ' 
Bruce Street, across from the Methodist 
church in Harrisonburg, but has been all but 
engulfed by the encroaching storefronts and 
offices. 
While the story has perhaps grown in the 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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telling over the decades since Harrison and 
Keisell first settled in theShenandoah Valley, 
there is nevertheless a kernel of truth in the 
account of the race to Williamsburg. As 
Americans listen with interest and amusement 
to important moments in our national history 
on the "Bicentennial Minutes," Rockingham 
County residents can be assured that the 
events of their own local history are just as 
interesting and amusing. 
In a highflown and colorful style, Judge 
John Paul, Sr., in his address at the laying of 
the cornerstone of the Rockingham County 
Court House in October 1896, sketched the 
history of Rockingham County, its courts, the 
founding of Harrisonburg, and the acquisition 
of the land on which the town stood. He 
speaks lovingly of "...the rude cabins and log 
houses of the hardy pioneers of the sparsely 
settledShenandoah Valley ...their descendants 
who have made the then almost wilderness a 
land thickly studded with comfortable homes, 
filled with an intelligent, industrious, 
prosperous, happy, conservative, country- 
loving, and religious people...." 
Yet while Judge Paul adorned his speech 
with such lively embellishments-he relates the 
official establishment of the town of 
Harrisonburg in the bland tones of legal 
jargon. 
"And whereas it hath been represented to this General 
Assembly that Thomas Harrison of the county of Rockingham 
hath laid off fifty acres of his land where the court house tor said 
county now stands, into lots and streets which would be of great 
advantage to the inhabitants of that county If established a town 
for reception of traders, Be it therefore enacted, That from and 
after the passing of this act, the said fifty acres of land so laid off 
as aforesaid, shall be and the same is hereby established a town 
by the name of Harrisonburg..." 
Although Judge Paul did not tell the entire 
story when he spoke of the establishment of 
Harrisonburg in 1780, the fact remains that the 
location of the County Seat hinged at least in 
part on the outcome of the two-man sweep- 
stakes between Thomas Harrison and George 
Keisell; and that was the way it was. 
Placement Office Schedule 
Date Interviewer Time 
October 21      Buena Vista Public Schools 9 a.m.    4 p.m. 
Buena Vista, VA 
October 22     General Accounting Office 10 a>m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Falls Church, VA 
October 22      Frederick County Schools,   9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Winchester, VA 
October 23      Roanoke County Schools,    9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Salem, VA 
October 23    "arriso«bun? City Schools    9 am. - 3 p.m. Harrisonburg, VA F 
October 30     York County Schools, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Yorktown VA 
please present this coupon 
20' Off On 
[ Whopper 
Limit one per person 
M.C Or Whaler 
Make 
WILSON JEWELERS 
Your Gift Headquarters 
o 
> Diamonds-Silver-Pewter-Gifts < 
> < 
> 83 S. Main St. Harrisonburg 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
Every Monday Night! 
ALL THE 
SPAGHETTI YOU CAN EAT 
Served from 5 to 7pm only 
ONLY 
; 
Per Person 
Includes Salad, 
Garlic Bread. 
(Beverage Extra) 
YES, eat all the 
delicious spaghetti 
you can hold- 
Its been famous in Charlottesville 
for years and we're now pleased 
to offer it here! 
THE 
LIBRARY NORTH 
Next To Pizza Hut 
At Cloverieaf Shopping Center 
Checks Accepted with proper ID's 
Outlaws, Kottke Impressive 
(Continued from Page 2) 
style well suited to the music 
they play. Specftl im- 
provisations on the banjo 
heighten the effect. 
The music gets into trouble 
after one passes the surface 
level. The drummer and 
bassist, for instance, lack 
inspiration and appear to be 
there only because the script 
called for the part. If The 
Outlaws can sustain the initial 
driving force of their music 
while at the same time adding 
depth they could well become 
the next big group on the 
seventies rock scene. 
Delving head-first into even 
greater depths of oblivion, we 
found "Chewing Pine" by Leo 
Kottke. Kottke preceded this 
album with about a half dozen 
equally obscure albums. 
There are three vocal 
tracks on this album. The 
first two, "Standing On The 
Outside" and "Power 
Failure," resemble the 
acoustic quasi-rock  style  of 
Cat Stevens (heard of him?). 
The other song is a cut written 
by country music star Marty 
Robbins and Kottke ap- 
proached it in a manner very 
similiar to Kris Kristof- 
ferson's. 
The rest of the album is 
instrumental, which is for- 
tunate because Kottke's voice 
is simply not very exciting. 
He has a fine voice and 
maintains good tone quality in 
his singing, but his voice is a 
bit too deep and dark-colored 
to fit the song material he has 
chosen. 
The instrumental sections 
feature for the most part 
Kottke on acoustic guitar. He 
plays several "mood" pieces 
in which he does some in- 
teresting things. Kottke is 
quiet a proficient guitarist and 
these solo works for guitar 
make the album quite wor- 
thwhile. 
"Chewing Pine," is 
evidence of Kottke's overall 
high degree of musicianship. 
^\ ADISON COLLEGE THEATRE PFESENTS 
CAPTAIN JINKS 
OF THE HORSE MARINES 
$2.50 Adult 
.  $1.50 Madison Students 
OCToBE 
91o.11 
lotflfi 
LATIMER- jSlfAEFFER 
THEATRE 
CURTAIN O:OO 
433~6260REsiirano; 
He uses various rhythmic and 
melodic devices and is fairly 
sophisticated in the area of 
composition. The "Scarlatti 
Rip-off" shows, as the title 
may suggest, various 
allusions to baroque composer 
Domenico Scarlatti. It is a 
polyphonic piece set in three 
distinct sections. 
"Regards From Chuck 
Pink," on the other hand, uses 
rock and roll for its harmonic 
basis, following a traditional 
blues-rock chord pattern. It is 
played in a soft rock vein, but 
the influence of early rock and 
roll is undeniable. 
Kottke, unlike the Outlaws, 
will probably never make it 
big. The impression one may 
get from "Chewing Pine," 
however, is that Kottke would 
answer that statement with a 
disinterested "So what?" 
Tune in next week when the 
Lundquist duo take on Simon 
and Garfunkel's latest LPs. 
So long F.L.W. 
Special thanks to Blue 
Mountain Records for the loan 
of these albums. 
IMIROSE 
Keepsake* 
RcgiMcftd Diamond Rinp 
Engagement ring, wedding ring| 
and man's ring all perfectly 
matched in 14 kt gold. 
David B.Garber 
Jeweler, Inc. 
.1100 10 110,000 IMMMi Rr 
. 
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Announcements 
AttentionCommuter 
Students: The deadline for 
the return of off-campus 
students surveys has been 
moved to Friday, Oct. 17. 
Please return all surveys to 
the Office of the Dean of 
Students. 
The American Podiatry 
Association will sponsor a 
program on foot health given 
by Dr. Jerome Shapiro of 
Washington, DC. at 8 p.m., 
Oct. 22 in Anthony-Seeger 
Campus   School   auditorium. 
The poet-philosopher- 
humanitarian B. F. Maiz will 
appear Tuesday, Oct. 21 at 8 
p.m. in the campus center 
ballroom. 
Proclaiming "my life is a 
poem written in the space of 
time," B.F. Maiz allows no 
bonds to stand in the way of a 
totally spontaneous flow of 
ideas, thoughts, and im- 
maginations. His ap- 
pearances have included 
colleges, prisons, schools, and 
various public  auditoriums. 
Patroling positions for 
registered members of the 
National Ski Patrol are. 
available at Wintergreen, a 
new ski area opening this 
season. 
Located one hour from 
Madison, Wintergreen has 
three lifts, serving seven 
slopes. The mountaintop is 
3,400 feet, with a vertical drop 
of 530 feet. 
Spaces are also available in 
a candidate training program 
for skiers with Standard First 
Aid cards. Further questions 
may be directed to French 
Moore Box 2554. 
Tickets for     » the 
Homecoming concert, Pure 
Prairie League, Michael 
Murphey, and Heartsf ield will 
go on sale Tuesday October 21, 
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the CPB 
box office. 
Robert Pirsig's "Zen and 
the Art of Motorcycle 
Maintenance" will be the 
subject of a series of informal 
discussions at 1 p.m. on 
Mondays in Keezel 104. All 
students are invited. 
Classifieds 
Lost: Pewter Mug, engraved 
"CWM" & "The Rugger". 
Great sentimental value.    If 
found please return to Logan 
211   -  No  question   asked. 
Phone 4559. 
'63 Dodge Sedan. Very good 
condition, A.T..P.S., New 
starter, rebuilt carb., recently 
painted, excellent tires, 
reliable. $300 firm. Call late 
433-7238 for Bob.  
CAR POOL: People needed to 
share a ride from Port 
Republic to school and back. 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
leave Port Republic at 8:30 
a.m.; return at 11:15 p.m. 
Tuesday, Thursday leave at 
10:30a.m.; return at 4:30 pm. 
If interested, please contact 
Fernando   at   249-4721    or 
campus mail 2474. 
We're the Friendly Place! 
Spanky's 
Delicatessen 
, 
60 W. Water St. 
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NEW RELEASES 
^£££&(l.       Wind on the Water 
Crosby & Nash 
Extra texture 
G. Harrison 
Coconut Slip 
D. Mason 
Hiiitmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimtiiriitiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii 
RECORDS 
There will be a senior piano 
recital given by Susan Heely, 
assisted by Barbara Watkins, 
8 p.m. Friday, Oct. 17 in 
Wilson Auditorium. 
Anyone having a small 
convertible sports car and 
willing to drive it in the 
Homecoming Parade, Nov. 1, 
please contact Sue Crowl at 
4957. 
John Ciardi, poet and 
faculty member, will speak 
Wednesday, Oct. 22 at a 
meeting of the Harrisonburg- 
Rocki^gham County chapter 
of the Madison Alumni 
Association. 
The Tuxedo Room 
37 E.. Market St. 
'(2nd Floor The 
Brides House) 
Has Everything 
You Need! 
————#———»»»»» 
The  Massanutten  Muzzle- 
loaders Club is sponsoring a 
•shooting    day"    Sunday 
beginning at 11 a.m. 
Featured events include 
muzzle-loading and the 
shooting of firearms. For 
further information, call 434- 
7413. 
Go ly 
NEWBY'S 
V-f.k '    III 
letterii g        r r, up*, 
foo'uull JL sdy  , 
t bhiitb, heat 
transfers. 
Also special on 
Frdt. Jackets 
115 W. Waior St. 
434-7679 
INTERNATIONAL CHEESE 
AM) GIFT SHOP 
.">(> Sonili \1nin 133-121 I 
ill. KI\I)S OE CHEESE . HE Eli . 
I \/> II l.\E 
CHECK (n H i.nn PRICES 
Boyd's Hairdressers 
Announces 
* The Men's Den * 
Special Section For Mens 
Haircuts And Styling 
■k   Specializing In All Finises Of 
Haircare For Men And Women 
* Appointments Not Always 
Neccessary 
* Checkout Our Low Prices 
And Service 
*   All Our Girls Are Trained In 
Precision Haircutting And The 
Latest European And American 
Styles 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
434-5371 
reeze 
usiness 
Pub Ural ion Date: Friday, Oct. 24 
Pit bliea lion   Dea O1 I'm P*l 2 p.m. Tuesday. H p.m. Friday 
Ad & Classified  Rates       Call Usttd numbers for rates 
Ad & ( lossificd  Deadlines:   Ads-Tuesday.     Thursday 
nights Classifieds-same as 
publication 
Editorial & Ad Offices Open For Calls : 
3 - .» pm VIon. - Tliiirs. 
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Housewives Contribute 
Greatly To U.S. Economy 
THE BREEZE, Friday, October 17, 1975 Page 5 
(CPS)-The typical housewife 
contributes as much to the 
economy of the U.S. as the 
typical student, retiree or 
person in an institution, ac- 
cording to a recent Social 
Security Administration study 
called "The Economic Value 
of a Housewife." 
There   are   35.2   million 
women currently   keeping 
Precision Cuts 
ind Body Perm: 
for the curly 
look! 
Coiffures 
Lorren 
BEAUTY SALON! 
434-7375 
48W. Elizabeth 
house in the U.S. The Social 
Security Administration 
computed their worth strictly 
on the physical or mechanical 
tasks they perform. The 
conclusion was that 
housework is valued at bet- 
ween $5500 and $7500 a year. 
Before   this   study,   the 
Social Security Ad- 
ministration used the average 
domestic's salary as the value 
of a housewife. Others oc- 
casionally threw in 
prostitute's fees as part of the 
calculation. 
Campus Comments 
JxJ^I 
Matt Bright 
By SUZANNE GREENE 
Question: Do you think 
that the college should be 
responsible for providing on- 
campus housing for frater- 
nities and sororities? 
Matt Bright: "I think it has 
a lot of possibilities. It would 
bring the fraternities and 
sororities together. This 
would be nice, as long as it 
didn't infringe on other 
students' rights." 
Linda Maxfield: "I am all 
for it. I think Newman Lake 
would be a good place for 
housing the fraternities and 
sororities." 
Linda Maxfield 
Ben Hoofnagle: "I think it 
is an excellent idea. A good 
place for this would be Main 
Street if the college can afford 
it." . v 
J. C. Singleton: "I don't 
think it is that good of an idea 
because fraternities should be 
owned and controlled by the 
fraternities." 
Phyllis Weinstein: "The 
existing housing on Main 
Street should be used for the 
sororities as well as the 
fraternities. It       is 
discrimination to provide 
housing for one group of 
Greeks and not the other." 
Ben Hoofnagle 
Joe Pax ton: "I think that 
this housing should be off- 
campus, because it allows for 
some outside facet of college 
life. Also, there is not any 
place to put them on campus." 
Terry Childress: "I think it 
is a very good idea because 
the fraternities and sororities 
provide more social life and it 
is closer to the campus and 
easier for the students to get 
to the parties." 
Mark Goode: "I think it is 
a good idea because it would j 
end all  the  problems  with 
townspeople  about  zoning." 
Students 6In Performance' 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Lamm thinks her most difficult scene is 
Dorothy Parker's "The Waltz". "It all 
depends on timing. I have to dance with and 
talk to this dummy (mannequin) as well as the 
audience." 
Included with the dramatic and comic 
scenes are musical numbers like "Broadway 
Baby" and "Don't Rain on my Parade." 
Dailey and Lamm selected the material. 
They emphasize that this is not a "many faces 
of woman" play. 
"I'm not much of a feminist," Lamm said. 
"One character I play is a cliche instead of a 
woman.  If there are any women's libbers in 
the audience they'll want to cut my throat." 
Jeff Daily has acted in many productions 
but never directed before. This does not make 
him nervous. 
"The Experimental Theater isn't here just 
to succeed," he says. "We allow ourselves 
some failures. Our objective is to offer 
something new." 
"I am totally confident But then Sue gets 
the raw end of the deai She has to face the 
audience."   f 
Lamm has appeared in "Cabaret," "Car- 
nival" and other Madison Theatre musicals 
and acted in the Blackfriar Dinner Theater. 
Despite the supporting cast, the weight of 
the production rests on her shoulders. "This 
production is scary for me. But even if I'm a 
failure. I'll learn something from this 
professionally.  I'm going to have fun." 
"In Performance" will be presented Oct 21- 
26 at 8:30 p.m. in the experimental theater in 
the Wampter Building. 
Stereo HiFi Equipment 
Lowest Prices in the Area- 
Up to 60% off List Price 
AR, ADC, Akai, Altec, Audio Technica, BASF, Rose, Bsr, 
Cerwin Vega, Dokorder, Dual, Dynaeo, Empire, Fairfax, 
Garrad, Infinity, Kenwood, KLH, Leneo, Ma rant/. 
Sherwood, Sony, Technics, Thorens, TDK, Wollensnk, 
Memorex, Ohm, Phase Linear, Pioneer, Reetilinear, 
Revox, Sansui, Scotch    Tape, Sennheiser, Slanloh, 
and  many others!    For into and priees, eall : 
Ben Lewis 431-2825 or write e/o Box  1887 
J 
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Marvine Howe: 'Aiwa 
By GREGORY BYRNE 
If there, is such a thing as a citizen of the world, it is Marvine 
Howe. Born in China, raised both here and abroad, Rutgers 
educated, Howe has spent the better part of her life traveling 
the world as a reporter in search of a story. And through an 
innate shrewdness and intellect, and a healthy measure of 
good luck, she has managed to survive in the frenetic world of 
journalism to become one of only two women assigned to 
foreign posts for the New York Times. 
Her own story, the one story most reporters never write, is 
of a person with a goal, acting independently and largely 
without guidance. And she has achieved success in a difficult* 
and trying profession, through perseverance and a willingness 
to pursue her opportunities without hesitation. 
Through her work with the radio station, Howe became 
familiar with independence movements and their leaders. At 
this time in the early fifties, the underground movements were 
beginning to apply pressure on the French to withdraw and 
grant them the independence they felt they weretlue. 
Contacts with independence leaders paid off. Her first piece 
was published in these years. Unlike most journalists who 
start at a small hometown paper and work their way to a by- 
line on a major paper, Howe's forst story was freelanced to the 
Christian Science Monitor, one of America's leading 
newspapers. 
Morocco was a turning point in the life of the young 
correspondent; she was deeply affected by the plight of the 
underground  movements  and  became  involved in  their 
Well, when a cafe next to you blows up, you get a little scared n 
Born in Shanghai, China to an American chemistry 
professor and his wife, Howe was bi-lingual from the time she 
learned to speak; her language facility she finds useful to this 
day. Her professor father taught at a Presbyterian mission 
school in the province, but longed to set up a school of his own 
in the interior. To achieve his dream, James Howe returned to 
his native Virginia to sell stamps to collectors. In this way he 
earned enough money to move inland and found a small 
school. 
Her family later returned to the states, and Howe pursued a 
fa;rly typical education, culminating in graduation from the 
Rutgers school of journalism. 
The young Marvine had wanted to become a foreign 
correspondent "from the day of birth," but she discovered that 
there was an unwritten ban on female foreign reporters. 
Undaunted, she departed for Europe to find employment. She 
applied for a job at the Paris Herald-Tribune, but was told that 
she needed to speak French in addition to the Spanish she had 
learned in school. 
Finding it difficult to learn French in a city where few spoke 
English well enough to teach her, Howe moved to Morocco 
where she lived with a French military family as an exchange 
student. From the family she learned to speak French fluently 
to do broadcasts for Radio Morocco, a French station. The 
British Broadcasting Corp. then asked her to report the news 
as their "Arab correspondent" an American born in China. 
Morocco was "a fantastic stroke of luck" to Howe. Shortly 
after she arrived there, "all hell broke loose," as she recalls. 
struggle for independence. 
In 1956 she compiled her Morocco experiences in "One 
Woman's Morocco," which espoused the cause of in- 
dependence, and was published the same year as in- 
dependence was granted. 
"I'm not claiming the book was the cause," she laughingly 
added. 
Howe left Morocco when a disagreement with the king led to 
a dissolution of their friendship. The New York Times took her 
on as a stringer-a part-time correspondent-at this time, and 
assigned her to various posts in Europe, Africa and South 
America. 
Inj963 Howe went to Portugal for the first time, and spent 
the better part of eight years there, writing and developing 
friendships which would become useful later. As in Morocco, 
Howe came to know the various opposition leaders under the 
Salazar dictatorship, and learned to appreciate the country's 
language and culture. 
"j The past three years she has spent in South America as one 
of two Times correspondents. She was in Chile during the 
Allende government, and covered practically the entire 
continent during this period. 
Eariler this year Howe was re-assigned to Mexico, but when 
the current situation developed in Portugal, she was assigned 
there. 
Having actively pursued a course few women undertake, 
Howe is still modest about her accomplishments.   Being a 
woman has both hindered and helped her i ] 
has never let her sex become a barrier. 
Yet times are changing in journalism, 
only ones still secure of their jobs are wor s 
said, adding that the world of journal) 
"tremendously" for women and minorit 
Howe believes the study of journalism t 
application to the working world of the 
"If I had it to do all over again," shi i 
major in journalism." 
As an undergraduate she wanted to wri i 
She majored in advertising journalism tit 
books," she said wryly, adding that she w< < 
the advertising aspect. 
Howe would have journalism progran 
on economics and political science than  ' 
two disciplines, she said, are vital to a rep< 
Knowledge of a foreign language and i 
also essential, she said. Though dismiss, 
languages, Howe admits to a good under*; 
French and Portuguese, a smattering of > 
a slight remembrance of the Chinese she s I 
Language is important to establish 
noting that many of the British correspon j 
not speak the language and have to work t > 
thus limiting their accuracy and the 
formation. 
Howe herself is fluent in Portuguese 
with the people.  She has gone into the 
What Touriii 
Portugal in 1975 is not the 
same land as when Marvine 
Howe first arrived there in 
1963. 
A decade ago it was a quiet, 
peaceful country, "like a 19th 
century garden," Howe 
recalls. It was a land of serfs 
and feudal lords, windmills 
and fare 
Portugal 
and polj. 
Sal£ ' 
goverr 
There) 
house 
reaso 
servic 
The Woman' 
Although she is "not particularly a womens' 
libber," Marvine Howe has always found 
herself at odds with the once male-dominated 
world of journalism. She has worked for the 
New York Times as a stringer since the fifties, 
but she has only been a regular staff member 
for the past three year's. 
The most striking example of the old 
journalistic bias against women correspon- 
dents, according to Howe, was the refusal of 
the major papers, the Times included, to 
assign a woman to an overseas post, regar- 
dless of her qualifications. 
Howe recalls asking Clifton Daniels, a 
Times writer and press critic, about the ban on 
female foreign reporters. Daniel answered, 
she said, that the papers had three main fears 
about women correspondents: that they would 
marry and their husbands would be tran- 
sferred somewhere else, thus leaving the 
paper without a reporter; that women would 
have children and stop writing; and that "an 
earthquake would come and the women would 
stay home and protect the teacups while the 
men covered the quake. 
Not long after her talk with Daniels, she 
said, she had the chance to cover an' ear- 
thquake in north Africa. The quake, one of the 
worst in modern history, left thousands dead 
and wounded and caused enormous damage. 
There were large numbers of reporters 
present, she recalls, many of them male, but it 
was virtually impossible for them to leave the 
scene of the catastrophy to file their stories 
because of a lack of transportation. 
When  things  looked bleakest,  a  soldier 
approached her and asked if she were a nurse. 
Thinking quickly, she told hir.i she was indeed 
a nurse.   The soldier took her to a transport 
carrying wounded to a hospital. 
Howe accompanied the transport back to 
civilization, though she knew there was little 
that cc 
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Portugal and has gained background for her dispatches by 
simply associating with the common people. 
Though she has often been in personal  danger,  she 
dismissed the hazards of her job as hardly worth mentioning. 
She has gone into war in various African nations and Portugal, 
and was in Morocco during a period of great revolutionary 
activity.  Yet she remains unperturbed. 
"Well, when the cafe next to the one you're in blows up, you 
get a little scared, she said. 
The greatest danger for a foreign correspondent, she said, 
is staying too long in one country. The longer a correspondent 
stays, the more discouraged he becomes because he can see no 
visible signs of change in the problems of the country, ac- 
cording to Howe. 
- A reporter can become too involved in the problems of the 
land, and become too sympathetic to the people he is reporting 
about. "This is not objective journalism," she said. 
For this reason, papers tend to limit the amount of time a 
correspondent may remain at one post. At the Times, she said, 
the term is usually three years, with a home leave at the end of 
that time. 
But the job of a foreign correspondent does place some 
restrictions on a person. Howe says she never married 
because she has never had the time to do all she has wanted to 
do and still maintain a marriage. 
"You're like a doctor," she said, "You're always on call." 
Howe has no regrets about her life. "It's the only way to 
live," she said, a smile stealing across her face. "I wouldn't 
have it any other way." ,  . 
'■■   ''•'■   •■'; 
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flwe's femininity was not 
set in ferreting out the 
were the mechanisms Salazar 
used to keep the peace.   His 
government    instituted 
complete censorship over the 
press,   the  arts,   and   the 
theatre.   The reigning party 
was the only legal political 
organization,  and  a  special 
political      police      force 
terrorized opposition parties. 
Salazar encouraged the 
traditional rule by 50 leading 
families of the land.   There 
was     no     pretense      of 
democracy, Howe says.   The 
political police caused great 
distrust among the people. 
Their spies infiltrated schools, 
factories,   and   living  ac- 
comodations.   Everyone was 
suspected  of   being   an  in- 
former. 
Opposition party members 
of progressive Catholics, 
socialists, old republicans, 
and communists were 
regularly arrested and tor- 
tured by th     dice. 
The few attempts at 
revolution in the 1960s were 
undermined by a lack of 
organization because of the 
distrust of one man for 
another. 
But the fascist-imposed 
peace was being eaten away 
internally by forces Salazar, 
and his successor, had not 
counted on, according to 
Howe. The draft was 
responsible for bringing into 
the army hundreds of young, 
radicalized students who were 
pacifists. Slowly the old order 
broke down, resulting in the 
April 25 "flower revolution" of 
last year. 
This bloodless revolution 
succeeded because of a 
combination of support from 
the western world  and  the 
military, Howe believes. No 
previous attempt at a coup 
had been so well organized. 
MARVINE HOWE, vacationing foreign correspondent for the New York Times, 
was in Harrisonburg this week visiting her parents who live in nearby Massanetta 
Springs. She spoke in the campus center Monday oh the topic "Revolution in Por- 
tugal." Miss Howe will be returning to Portugal next week. Photos By Don 
Petersen. 
~* 
For a time all was well. 
The   people  danced  in  the 
streets and threw flowers. 
But when it got to the serious 
business of running a country, 
the military was hopelessly 
inept. The new liberal regime 
set about the same type of 
repressive measures the old 
right wing one had resorted to 
keep the peace. 
Frightened by the influence 
cent voted against communist 
nominees for government. 
Bu. ♦he leadership did not 
reflect the change in the 
people's thinking. There were 
still too many comfnv.ists in 
government and .u ine trade 
.;.ions, many believed, and 
they felt cheated by the 
regime, Howe says. 
The current government 
has re-aligned to become 
' and an education system in 
chaos. 
The present government is 
under fire by a new extreme 
leftist group, supported by the 
ousted communists. A radical 
military group is also calling 
for internal democracy in the 
army, meaning that they 
would have the right to vote on 
whether or not to obey orders. 
Recently    a    group    of 
A decade ago it was "like a 19th century garden" 
the right wing press had 
exerted in the downfall of 
leftist Allende in Chile, the 
new government nationalized 
the media. The people 
responded as they had under 
Salazar-they listened to the 
BBC. 
In less than a year, a strong 
anti-communist sentiment 
had developed in the country, 
and in the last elections 64 per A 
more representative of the 
people's thinking, according 
to Howe. There are four 
socialist ministers, two 
democrats, and one com- 
munist in office. They are, 
Howe   believes,   sincerely 
trying to solve the economic 
problems that plague Por- 
tugal--an 8 per cent unem- 
ployment rate, lack of foreign 
reserves, closing of factories, 
disabled veterans from the 
Angolan war surrounded the 
national assembly and kept 
the government prisoner for 
four hours. Friends of Howe's 
in Lisbon say they expect a 
coup any day now. No one can 
say who will attempt, it, or 
what the outcome will be. 
Meanwhile, says Howe, the 
new government remains in a 
delicate balance, fighting for* 
its political survival. 
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Casino-Dance Draws 465 
By JOANN SULLIVAN 
About 465 students attended 
the casino-dance held in 
Chandler Hall Saturday 
evening. The event, spon- 
sored by Chandler and Shorts 
residence halls, featured a 
live band, 13 kegs of beer and 
casino equipment including 
two roulette wheels, pokeno, 
chuck a-luck and black jack. 
The idea came from Shorts 
and Chandler Hall councils for 
the purpose of getting the 
Lakeside dorms together and 
earning money, said Phil 
Jornlin. head resident of 
Chandler. 
It was the first time an 
event on such a large scale 
was open to the student body. 
Two dollars was charged each 
student except dues paying 
residents of Shorts and 
Chandler, who paid $1. 
One   room    housed    the 
casino, another the band, and 
a third the kegs   Residents of 
Chandler and Shorts ran the 
casino games in which 
students used play money. 
Students purchased $100 in 
play money for 50 cents, and 
$250,000 for $1.00. At mid- 
night, students purchased 
tickets with their remaining 
money for prizes. Prizes in 
the drawing ranged from a $15 
gift certificate to athletic 
socks. 
Sebago played in the 
ballroom while bartenders 
hired from Food Services 
distributed beer in a nearby 
room. 
"I would say it was ex- 
tremely successful," head 
resident Mjke Thomas of 
Shorts said. "We had a lot of 
requests for a repeat very 
soon." 
Language Day To Be Sponsored 
Songs, drama and lectures 
will be a part of next Thur- 
sday's Annual Foreign 
Language Day. 
Included in the program is 
a scene directed from 
Ionesco's "The Lesson" by 
Madison's foreign exchange 
student from France, 
Christine Estienne. The 
drama will be presented at 
Anthony Seeger auditorium at 
4 p.m. 
Spanish, German and 
Russian students from 
Madison will sing with 5th and 
6th grade Spanish students 
from Anthony Seeger Campus 
School in another part of the 
program. 
In addition, Dr. Robert 
Lisle will lecture on the 
"Classical Background of the 
American Founding 
Fathers," 3 p.m. in Keezel 106. 
Foreign Language Day is 
an attempt to give students a 
chance to perform and to raise 
interest in the study of foreign 
languages, according to Dr. 
Donald Pruitt of the foreign 
language department. The 
department hopes to show 
that "learning a language 
doesn't have to be drudgery; 
that it can be fun," Pruitt 
said. 
The day is sponsored by the 
Department of Foreign 
Languages. 
Ford Foundation Offers 
Financial Assistance 
The Ford Foundation is 
offering 1976-77 graduate 
fellowships to Black 
Americans intending to 
pursue a career in higher 
education. 
Applications may be 
requested by individuals 
meeting the following 
qualifications: 
They must be citizens of the 
US. 
They must be enrolled in or 
planning to enter an ac- 
credited U.S. graduate school 
offering the doctoral degree in 
their field of study. 
They must be currently 
engaged in or planning to 
enter a career in higher 
education. 
Awards will cover costs for 
tuition, books, and a $300 
monthly allowance. 
Deadline for submitting 
applications is Jan. 5, 1976. 
Applications are available 
from: Graduate Fellowships 
for Black Americans, 
National Fellowships Fund, 
Suite 484, 795 Peachtree 
Street, N.E., Atlanta, 
Georgia, 30308. 
Eddie Hayden 
Hobby Shop 
42 W. Bruce St. 
Fraternities have held 
casino dances on a smaller 
scale but only open to 
fraternity members and dates 
due to expenses, according to 
fraternity spokesmen. 
White Hall began the idea 
of a casino night last year 
which attracted ap- 
proximately 45 - 50 people. 
However,   alcohol   was   not 
served since the Chandler 
ballroom. College Farm and 
the student center are the only 
public areas on campus 
allowed to serve alcohol, 
according to Mike Buckner, 
resident advisor in White Hall. 
After expenses, Shorts and 
Chandler each netted $142. 
Forensics 
Tournament 
Roger Wells was named top 
debate speaker and Janice 
Mottley third speaker, in the 
Clarion State Collefg^oren- 
sics tournament l;id|Mqpend. 
Winning five Gmmir six 
preliminary rounds, the 
Wells-Mottley team placed 
second in the tournament, 
after a final-round loss to 
Central Michigan University. 
The team of Linda Jones 
and Arthur Van Lear received 
a third place trophy. 
Piano 
Tuning 
Alan J. 
Heneberry    i 
867-4513     ♦ 
Campus Box   ♦ 
. sini.. t 
isk about Madison  specials 
178 South Mason Street 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
(Next to Blue Mt. Books) 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American 
Foreign. No experience 
required. Excellent pay. 
Worldwide travel. Summer 
job career. Send $3.00 foi 
information. SEAFAX, Dept 
K-17 Box 2049, Port Angeles 
Washington 98:t62. 
Otterbein United Methodist 
Church 
West Market And High Streets" 
All Madison Students Are Cordially 
Invited To Worship With Us Anytime 
Our   Services Are   9am And 1 1am 
Bus Schedule For The  I lam Service 
10:35 Eagle 10 40 R.R. Tracks 
|   10:50 Logan 10'*5 D—Hall 
\ 
Closed Drive 
>    'ill urn. •!  I rum   I'.i ;i    I i 
Evaluation of this action 
will take place over the 
Thanksgiving holiday, said 
Carrier, and the commission 
invites reaction to this 
decision. 
In other business, the 
commission approved a 
design for a new official 
Madison seal! designed by 
Horace Burr of the com- 
munication arts department 
The seal is an adaptation of 
the original Madison family 
crest and will  be  inscribed 
with   the   school   motto: 
"Knowledge is liberty." 
The commission will send 
their recommendation that 
the seal be adopted to the 
Board of Visitors since the 
final approval of such matters 
rests with them. 
Classifieds 
Scuba Diving Discounts, 
Scuba Instruction. Jewelry 
Rock Cutting Lessons, Blue 
Hidge Dive Shop, Hock-Shell 
Shop. 1726 Allied St., 
(hurlottesville. Only Hours: 
1-5 Sat. - Sun.. Ph. 29:1-6984 or 
977-6430. 
Graham's Shoe 
Service 
111 N. Liberty 
434-1026 
Heels While You 
Wait 
Men's & Women's 
Hiking Boots 
HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC 
1021 South Main Street 
DIAL 434-8650 
PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM 
COSMETICS — STATIONERY 
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS 
CUT AND DRY 
Complete Hoirstyling For * 
V 
Men and Women 
Pam Morris Pam Weaver 
434-7547 
Cuts $3.00 Frosting $12.50 &up 
Blow Dry $2.50  Woves $15.00 & up 
| The Elbow Room? 
X- 
SOUTH MAIN ST 
DOWNTOWN 
Try Our 
Bricklayer Sandwich 
Entertainment 
I  Sunday  10/19 
* 
Sunday, Monday, & Tuesday 
[Night 
Presenting 
Southern Cross 
Mondav 10/20 
Tuenda>  10/21 
Lees burg Pike 
Nasty-Road 
* 
* 
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Watch Your Step! f 
\ 
Students 
Tip-Toe 
Haphazardly 
[cross 
'Godwin 
Bridge' 
Photos By: 
Proctor Harvey 
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MID-WAY ARCO GROCERY 
All Types of Snacks 
Cold Cuts Beer Soft Dri 
One Block So. of Campus 
on Main St. 
Fri. - Sun. 7:30-10:30 
Mon - Thur. 7:30 - 10:00 
Also Self Service Gasc 
r 
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The SGA. Print Shop is again in operation this year. The shop 
is located on the .main floor of the Warren Campus Center and 
will be open during the following hours: 
Upperclass Upset 
Pre-registration Is Issue 
At Recent SGA Meeting 
Monday noon - 2 p.m. 
Tuesday 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m 
Wednesday noon - 2 p.m. 
Thursday •    12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m 
Friday 8 a.m. - 10 a.m. 
The price is one cent per page and paper must be furnished. 
Both duplicator stencils and mimeograph stencils can be run 
off. Please encourage your club or organization to take ad- 
vantage of this facility. 
. i: i • I VIRGINIA 
"...WHEN A FRUSTRATED 
WOMAN'S INNERMOST 
FANTASIES BECOME 
REALITY...!" 
fessionsofa 
No One Under 17 Admitted 
*,,-* JENNIFER WELLS REBECCA BROOKE 
WM w ASSOCIATED FILM DISTRIBUTORS 
Color by MOVIE LAB 
Wednesday, October 22 
8:00 p.m. Wilson 
75* 
CPB Movie Committee 
SGA 
Committees 
All students interested in 
working on SGA committees 
should contact the SGA office. 
There are no qualifications 
and "anyone is allowed to 
participate and voice their 
opinions," said SGA president 
John Lounsbury 
Students are not eligible to 
vote on committee matters, 
however, the constitution 
revision committee is 
"working to form a precedent 
to enable students to vote on 
committees," according to 
Lounsbury. 
By JOANN SULLIVAN 
About 50 students voiced 
grievances and questioned the 
SGA executive council about 
the November pre- 
registration. 
Students claimed that the 
program, which is an ex- 
periment to see if pre- 
registration is feasible, is 
penalizing upper classmen 
and questioned why the senior 
class was not chosen for the 
experiment. 
During a previous meeting 
with the executive council, Dr. 
William R. Nelson, vice 
president of academic affairs, 
explained that it would be 
easier to regulate registration 
for freshmen, since they have 
only 13 advisors, in com- 
parison to 300 senior advisors, 
according to Gary Coxe, SGA 
second vice president. 
Nelson explained to the 
council that the purpose of the 
pre-registration was to see 
what classes were in demand 
and what sections should be 
added to the curriculum, 
according to Coxe. 
If necessary, a maximum 
of 25 sections would be opened 
and new faculty hired, said 
John Lounsbury, SGA 
president. 
The ultimate in Martial Arts 
adventure, and excitement! 
LMHrffiaw*! 
MUCELflE JOHN SAXON AHNA CAPRI 1*T» THE MAW 
Co-Starring Hi WALL SMH KIEM and Introducmg M KBJJ 
Muse: Lato Schifrin -Written by Mchaei Altai Produced oy Fred Weintraub and Paul Hefcf 
in association with Raymond Chow Greeted by Robert douse • PANAVISION*- TECHNICOLOR* 
Celebrating Warner Bros 50th Anniversary #PJ% as ■ecu—i«n *•—• i —m Q.»« m 
\Z 
A Warner Communications Company" 
> TMC* MMm ON MO MNKCM 
CPB Movie Committee 
$0.75    I.D. 
Saturday, October 18 
Wilson Auditorium - 8:00 p.m. 
Nelson said in a Breeze 
interview that the physical 
and, health education 
department will reserve a 
number of class cards so that 
graduating seniors would be 
able to fulfill their basic 
requirements. Lounsbury 
said that Nelson gave him a 
verbal guarantee that courses 
will be open for up- 
perclassmen. Several 
students voiced a desire to get 
this guarantee in writing. 
Lounsbury also said that a 
general studies committee is 
revising the basic studies 
requirement in an attempt to 
provide students with more 
options. However, it is not 
known when these revisions 
will go into effect. 
vestigation of the current 
procedures of registration 
with respect to freshmen pre- 
registration, registration 
priority system and pre- 
registration policy. 
Sen. Mike Anestos 
(Weaver) proposed that 
seniors be the experimental 
group for pre-registration and 
said that "sophomores face 
the painful prospect of 
gnashing over the leftovers 
once again." 
Limit     Number 
of Courses 
Open to Freshmen 
Was   Suggested 
Other SGA business in- 
cluded the passage of a 
resolution to appropriate $175 
to Inter-Hall Council as prize 
money in a dormitory 
Homecoming display contest. 
The Senate over-rode last 
week's executive council veto 
of the resolution by a required 
three-fourths majority. 
The Senate also discussed 
allowing males to participate 
in the Ms. Madison contest in 
which men would be required 
to meet the same guidelines as 
women applicants; except 
that a man would be crowned 
Mr. Madison. Sen; Anestos 
voiced the opinion that the 
contest be open to everyone, 
adding that a "frog won it at 
Georgetown last year." 
Fourteen proposals were 
submitted to committee in- 
cluding a proposal by Sen. 
Pete Nedry (Hanson) for the 
modification of the Virginia 
National Bank new checking 
policy or possible 
replacement by another bank. 
One student suggested that 
a limited number of courses 
be opened to freshmen to 
reduce the impact of pre- 
registration on up 
perclassmen. 
Two proposals pertaining 
to pre-registration were 
submitted to the SGA 
curriculum instruction 
committee for investigation. 
Sen. Roger Bertholf 
(Logan)   proposed   an   in- 
milllllllllllllllllll"M"»l"»»""""l",l"""",,""""",l""l,""""""""ll,,"","" = 
Planning a Camping Trip 
This Fall? 
Come camp with us at 
K.O.A. CAMPGROUND! 
Exit 66 off 81 which   puts you on route 11, then take 
route 608 - from there three miles to KOA 
Campground 
SiiinMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwHjiiiiMiiH IIIIIIIIIIIIIII inimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiimr 
CPB PRESENTS 
DANCE 
Leesburg Pike 
WCC Ballroom 
Saturday , Oct. 18 
9-midnight 
50* cover 
Bobcats Big and Physical: 
Madison Travels to Frostburg Saturday 
Madison College, the only 
unbeaten team in Virginia, 
puts its 4-0-1 record on the line 
Saturday, when they travel to 
Cumberland, Maryland to 
meet the Bobcats of Frostburg 
State College. 
The Dukes are riding a four 
game winning streak, and are 
currently in first place in the 
Virginia Collegiate Athletic 
Association standings. 
Madison head coach 
Challace McMillin points to 
the Frostburg game as a key 
to the rest of the season. 
"They're a big team and 
very physical," he said, and 
despite the Bobcats meager 1- 
4 record, McMillin feels it 
may be a tough afternoon for 
Madison. 
"We've made adjustments 
to counteract their passing 
game, which we feel is very 
good," said McMillin. Last 
week>4he Dukes had trouble 
containing  the  Bridgewater 
Madison Ninth: 
passing attack, and were 
guilty of pass interference and 
defensive holding in the 
secondary four times. 
The Bobcats use an un- 
balanced line and power I 
offense, but can go to a 
multiple set in passing 
situations. Mike Davis, the 
head coach of the Bobcats, has 
experimented with the wish- 
bone this season in an effort to 
bolster his running game. 
Last season Madison lost to 
the Bobcats 27-17 at Madison. 
Frostburg has had trouble 
this season, and Davis 
recently took disciplinary 
action against several players 
in an effort to improve on the 
Bobcats 1-4 record. 
Starting guard Ralph 
Verdiglione and fullback Don 
Michletti, both lettermen, 
were suspended from the 
team last week, and it is not 
known if they will play against 
Madison. 
Last week, Madison edged 
Bridgewater 10-7, when Bobby 
Ward kicked the winning field 
goal early in the final period. 
McMillin was pleased with the 
win, but displeased with the 
Dukes' play. 
This week McMillin noted 
that the Dukes' play must 
improve, but again injuries 
plague   Madison   at   key 
positions. Bernard Slayton is 
still out with a partially 
separated shoulder, and won't 
be back until the Randolph 
Macon game. Tailback Tom 
Gatewood's attendance is 
questionable for Saturday's 
game because of a knee injury 
sustained in the Shepherd 
game. 
"We only   have  one  ex- 
perienced  tailback,"  said 
Friday, October 17, 1975 Page 11 
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McMillin. "The injuries have 
forced us to go with other 
players in different positions, 
and will probably mean that 
/'we'll throw the ball more." 
Quarterback Les Branich's 
main targets will be split end 
Chip Derringer ' and 
swingback Chris Pineda, who 
caught four passes for 92 
yards last week at 
Bridgewater. 
McMillin also noted that 
Ron Stith, the starting 
tailback since Slayton was 
injured against Washington & 
Lee, is back to full speed. 
Tom Parisi will be Stith's 
back-up, although Parisi is an 
end. 
Howard Ranked 
First In South 
Howard University 
replaced Clemson as the top 
ranked Division I soccer team 
in the south with a 1-0 win over 
Clemson, despite losing to 
Cleveland State earlier in the 
week. 
The Bisons amassed 67 
points from the panel of seven 
coaches who comprise the 
Intercollegiate Soccer 
Association Southern ratings 
board. Clemson remained a 
close second with 66 points. 
Madison, who was ranked 
fourth earlier this season, 
retained the ninth slot. 
Howard had been upset by 
Cleveland State in the first- 
round of the Clemson In- 
vitational tournament last 
Friday, but came back to edge 
the Tigers in front of 8,000 
Longwood 
Edges 
Duchesses 
Madison's varsity field 
hockey team lost its second 
game of the season Tuesday 
as they were downed by 
Longwood College, 2-1. 
Earlier in the day, the 
Duchesses' junior varsity 
shut-out a previously un- 
defeated Longwood JV team, 
1-0- 
Kathy McCleaf scored her 
eighth goal of the season for 
the vanity to give the 
Duchesses a l-l halftime 
score. But a Longwood goal 
two minutes into the second 
half proved to be the dif- 
ference, as Madison's record 
dropped to 3-2-1. 
(Continued on Page 12) 
bitter Clemson spectators. 
Lincoln Peddie scored the 
only-igoal of the match. 
1. Howard (4) 5-1-1 67 
2. Clemson (3) 6-1-1 66 
3. South Florida 5-1-0 54 
4. West Virginia 6-1-0 51 
5. Navy 4-<H) 49 
6. Appalachian 7-0-0 34 
7. Geo. Washington 3-1-1 32 
8. Maryland 3-1-1 27 
9. Madison 5-4-1 17: 
10. American 2-1-1 10 RON STITH MOVES the ball in the first half against Bridgewater. This Saturday, 
the Dukes travel to Cumberland, Maryland to meet the Bobcats of Frostburg State 
State College in a non-conference game. 
Soccer Team Wants State Crown 
By ROBERT MORGAN 
When the 1975 soccer 
season opened, the Madison 
Dukes had one goal in mind-a 
return to the NCAA's post- 
season tournament. 
Last season, for the first 
time in three years, the Dukes 
had failed to earn a berth in 
the Division I playoffs and 
when this season opened, 
Madison coach  Bob  Van- 
derwarker was again talking 
of   post-season   competition. 
"We have the talent and 
experience to play with the 
best of them," noted Van- 
derwarker     during      the 
preseason practices.     "It 
could turn out to be a very 
good season for the Dukes." 
However,     Vanderwarker 
didn't foresee a slump that 
has  kept  the  Virginia   In- 
tercollegiate     Soccer 
Association Player of the 
Year John Provost scoreless 
through the first 10 games of 
the season,  and the Dukes 
hovering just above the .500 
mark. 
Madison,   with   a   5-4-1 
record, is by Vanderwarker's 
own admission, out of the 
running for an NCAA bid, and 
they could be hard pressed to 
• repeat as the VISA an.l 
Virginia Collegiate Athletic 
Association champions. 
"In the past, some of the 
players took for granted that 
we would win the state titles," 
explained Vanderwarker. 
"But  many  of the   other 
"/« could be a 
very good season 
for the Dukes" 
college teams are improving 
to the point that Virginia 
'college soccer is as good as 
most any in the south." 
The Dukes lost their first 
game to a state team, Old 
Dominion University, two 
weeks ago, but that loss 
marked the end of the slump. 
"In the second half of the 
ODU game we finally began to 
play the type of soccer that v/fi 
should have been playing all 
season," explained Van- 
derwarker. "Since that time 
we have been playing ex- 
ceptional soccer-hustling and 
showing the desire needed to 
be a winning team." 
The Dukes have now re- 
established their goals for the 
season. 
"It would seem unrealistic 
to aim for something that you 
knew you had no chance of 
attaining," said Van- 
derwarker. "So the team got 
together after the ODU game 
and we decided that winning 
the state title would be what 
we're striving for." 
Since that meeting, the 
Dukes have taken two steps in 
the direction of that goal - 
back-to-back shutout goals 
over Roanoke and Eastern 
Mennonite College. 
The EMC game was the 
first VISA game for the Dukes 
and an important win in the 
quest for a fourth consecutive 
VISA crown. "We came out 
and outhustled them," noted 
Vanderwarker.    "The entire 
team played well and the 
midfielders had probably 
their best performance of the 
season." 
Wayne Ryrd and Frank 
Cullen, the steadiest players 
all season, according to 
Vanderwarker, dominated the 
midfield play against the 
surprisingly tough Royals. 
While the defense held 
offensive-minded EMC to just 
17 shots, Ken Morris scored 
three goals to tie a record and 
the team outshot EMC, 35-17. 
This weekend, Madison 
faces George Washington 
University and Towson State 
tonight and Saturday. 
George Washington, the 
seventh-ranked Division I 
team in the South, is 3-1-0 on 
the year with its only defeat 
coming at the hands of fifth- 
ranked Navy. 
The Colonials upset 
Madison, now ranked ninth in 
the South, 2-1 last season in a 
game that cost the Dukes an 
NCAA     bid. George 
Washington received that bid 
(Continued on Page 12) , 
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Weenies and Garber Gang Win Football Title 
The Weaver Weenies won 
the intramural flag football 
championship Monday night 
as they shut-out First Team, 
12-0. In the women's finals, 
the Garber Gang downed the 
Converse-Hoffman Combo, 6- 
0. 
Gilbert Cook scored the 
Weenies' first points of the 
game with a 40 yard touch- 
down run in the first half. 
Later in the half, Mike 
Paratore returned a punt to 
the First Team's 10 yard line, 
and ran the ball in with 30 
seconds left in the half. 
For Garber, a 20 yard 
scoring pass from Robin 
Chaconas to June Frinks 
proved to be the winning 
points. Sandy Bailey set the 
play up with a 50 yard run. 
The Combo had a first and 
goal late in the second half, 
but a fourth down pass was 
intercepted by Mary Casiano 
to save the game for Garber. 
Weaver, who ended their 
season with a perfect 10-0-0 
record, advanced to the finals 
by defeating Logan II in 
Sunday's semi-finals. First 
Team edged by SPE, 13-12, to 
move them into Monday's 
final game. 
The Weenies will travel to 
Bridgewater Oct. 30 to take on 
their  intramural  champs. 
They will go to Blue Ridge 
Community College on Nov. 5. 
The final standings for the 
men were as follows: 
WFL *» 
First Team 6-1-0 
Hanson A 5-2-0 
Theta Chi 5-2-0 
Kappa Sigma 4-3-0 
White Knights 3-4-0 
Armadilloes 3-4-0 
Logan III 1-6-0 
Comets 1-6-0 
Virginia 
Crushes 
Harriers 
By STEVEN JORDAN 
The Madison College cross 
country track team played 
host to the University of 
Virginia Harriers last 
Wednesday and were beaten 
solidly, 15 to 50. 
Madison runners failed to 
beat a single Virginia runner. 
A winning time of 28:10 over 
the five mile course was 
posted by all of the Virginia 
runners, as they grouped 
together to cross the finish 
line in a nine way tie for first 
place. 
The first Madison runner to 
finish was Mike Greehan who 
ran a 28:51 in finishing tenth. 
Dave Rinker was running 
in his first race since 
recovering from an early 
season injury and should 
improve in the future. David 
Cannon, another injured 
Madison runner, is expected 
to be back within a week. 
CFL 
Weenies 
TKE 
Bhongers 
Sheldon 
Hanson B 
Ho Jo's 
Delta Sigma Pi 
NFL 
Inspectors 
Logan II 
AXP 
Ikenberry A 
Sigma Nu 
Shorts II 
White Fire 
Weaver A 
AFL 
SPE 
White Tornadoes 
Shorts IV 
OC 
Logan I 
Sigma Pi 
Weaver B 
Ikenberry B 
The  deadline 
6-0-0 
5-1-0 
3-2-1 
2-2-2 
1-4-1 
1-5-0 
1-5-0 
6-1-0 
6-1-0 
4-1-2 
3-2-2 
2-4-1 
1-4-2 
1-5-1 
1-6-0 
-» 
6-J-O 
6-1-0 
5-2-0 
5-2^ 
3-4-0 
2-5-0 
1-6-0 
0-7-0 
for   men's 
intramural   cross  country 
signups is Tuesday at noon. 
The meet will be held 4 p.m. 
Tuesday.  Sign up in Godwin 
on the  Intramural  Bulletin 
Board. 
Duchesses Fall 
(Continued from Page 11) 
Vicki Carver scored the 
lone goal in the JV game with 
22 minutes gone in the second 
half. The junior Duchesses 
are now 2-3-1 on the season. 
Both hockey teams have 
home games today against the 
University of North Carolina. 
-V 
Booters Want Title KCANOl 
(Continued from Page 11) 
and went on to lose to eventual 
champion Howard, 2-0. 
"This  year  we  are   the 
underdog,"     said      Van 
derwarker,   "but  the   team 
should be psychologically up 
for the game." 
Among the top GW players 
are high-scoring forward 
Derya Yavalar of Turkey, 
who scored 15 goals last 
season, including both against 
Madison. 
Vanderwarker is also 
concerned about Sunday's 
game with Towson State, a 
team that Madison will 
playing for the first time. 
be 
"They are unknown to us in 
many respects, and we have 
to play them right after GW. 
That situation always gives 
you problems in getting 
mentally and physically 
prepared for that second 
game," said Vanderwarker. 
OUTFITTERS 
LmYfmmio4i* 
nnlotmMl vocotion SingpM, fomi- 
«•»& group*. By doy or wNi Com- 
plete out-fitting k gutoto oygfabia. 
Cono. rartoJ $10 par <fay. Half- 
pricaTurn,Wtd.,Thin. Mlwyi 
pkfc-up. Group dtocounlt. 
Valley Lanes 
Bowling 
Ten Pins and 
Duck Pins 
Modern 
Snack Bar 
11/2 MUM South of 
Harrlsooburf, Va. on 
Rootall So. 
Students showing I.D. 
Every  Wednesday & 
Thur sday night after 9:00 
Bowl for only $.50 a game. 
Call 434-8721 
Harrisonburg 
I 
SHERATON INN 
-7#^£^«*85* 
Entertainment Nilely In The 
Winners Lounge 
FIRST TEAM moves the ball     COMBO moved the ball, but 
against Weaver in the men's      lost to Garber Gang, M. 
title game. 
THE BODY SHOP 
If You Feel Like Ycru Need 
A  Change 
Top And Bottom 
Open Friday Til 9PM 
66 E. Market St. Harrisonburg 
Perfectly Plain 
Pewter Bracelet 
16 South Main 
Harrisonburg 
Kirk Pewter 
NOW OPEN 
Blue Apple Boutique 
featuring 
•famous Faded Glory 
sweaters, pre-washed 
jeans and jeans dresses; 
antiques; slinky dresses 
by Rene'e; umbrellas; 
accessories; and objects 
d'art 
10 To 5 And Friday Nighis 
64 S. Court Square Behind Spanky's 
